IT IS OFTEN SAID that you can leam much about a country
Committee representing interest groups in the visual arts, philatelic and, occasionally, historical community. It considers proposals from various sources, including the public, and its annual recommendations are submitted for approval by the Board of Directors of Canada Post The policy guidelines are of a very general nature and suggest that stamps should "instil pride in their country in the minds and hearts of all Canadians" and "have popular appeal to broad segments of the Canadian population." Stamps should also "evoke Canadian history, traditions, accomplishments or natural heritage," commemorate "deceased persons generally recognized as having made outstanding contributions to Canada" and "illustrate the social, cultural or economic life of Canada." 9 This discussion was also provoked in part by the first page of Greg Kealey's chapter on labour history in the useful handbook Writing About Canada that was published in 1990 by Prentice-Hall Canada Inc. 10 In dus book the designer used a Canadian postage stamp to illustrate the first page of each chapter. Accordingly, the Fathers of Confederation (1917) (#135) appear at the beginning of Reg Whitaker's chapter on politics. For the chapter on labour, however, the designer chose a 19S7 stamp (#372) celebrating the Universal Postal Union, an international agency that held its meetings in Ottawa that year. This survey reveals the presence of working people on a large and varied number of postage stamps. At the same time it is also apparent that the presence of workers is in most cases incidental to the main purpose of representation. Accordingly, the discussion begins with the gaze of exclusion. It then proceeds to an examination of what may be called the gaze of inclusion, which may also, we find, be a gaze of subordination or marginalization. We then examine a more limited category, the gaze of assertion, in which the working class presence is more directly represented. Here we find that few if any of these stamps are commemorations of labour organizations, labour leaders, or labour history. There is also a brief effort to place the Canadian evidence in perspective by reference to the labour stamps ' There is an interesting exception to this gaze of exclusion, and it is to be found in several stamps issued by the independent Dominion of Newfoundland. In 1897, to celebrate both the Diamond Jubilee and the 400th anniversary of John Cabot's North Atlantic voyage of exploration, Newfoundland issued a group of 14 stamps which included, among other themes, illustrations of the country's principal contemporary industries -fishing (#67), logging (#66), and mining (#65). In their small boats the fishermen are hauling in their catch; in the woods men are hauling logs with a team of oxen; in the underground scene, most likely at the newly-opened iron mines of Bell Island, the men are hard at work with pick and shovel, their backs to the visitors' gaze. The mining stamp is also of wider interest as it is said to be the first stamp with a mining theme issued by any postal authority in the world. The designs were selected by the Colonial Secretary Robert Bond, a strong Newfoundland nationalist; at this time Newfoundland clearly wanted to present itself as a country with varied resources and a dynamic economy, and workers were considered to occupy a legitimate space in that narrative.
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In this analysis we are excluding the stamps issued by the various colonies of British North America prior to Confederation. Interestingly, the Scott numbering system accepts the assumptions of Central Canadian precedence and begins the numbering of Canadian stamps with those of the Province of Canada, starting with the threepenny beaver of 1851. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick also issued stamps in 1851. The first stamp authorized by the Dominion of Canada was issued in 1868 (#21). As a rule, however, the gaze of exclusion prevailed in the 19th century and workers were not visible on stamps issued by the Dominion of Canada during this period. The first sightings of workers on Canadian stamps can be dated from 1929 and 1930, when we can identify several workers who are engaged in bringing in the annual harvest of wheat In the first of these (#157) we observe the preindustrial methods of harvesting that for several decades attracted thousands of hired hands from across the country to the wbeatfields at harvest time; in the second image (#175) we are witnessing the arrival of mechanized harvest methods. Thus the two stamps stand at an important divide in the history of farm labour. 13 No hint here of course, or later, of the collapse of agriculture or its human consequences during the 1930s. The most important observation is that in both cases the workers are subordinated to the main theme of the image, which is the harvest itself and, in part, die mechanization of production. The workers appear to be incidental to the larger story in these images. In at least two later stamps the gaze of inclusion is more direct, as agricultural labour is in the foreground. But in these cases the intentionality is not markedly different, for the official subject matter of the stamps is not the experience of work but the production of culture. The 1969 stamp (#492), reproduces a handsome early-20th-century portrait of farm labour that emphasizes the equal labours of men and women; the occasion was a tribute to the Québécois painter Marc-Aurele de Foy Suzor-Côté. Similarly, a powerful 1979 stamp (#817) shows a pioneer fanner ploughing a field; this stamp was issued in honour of Frederick Philip Grove's novel Fruits of the Earth (1933).
The gaze of subordination is also apparent in the Bluenose stamp of 1929 (#158), which is a tribute to the famous fishing schooner that symbolized the maritime legacy of the east coast The fishermen who sailed this vessel are barely visible in this image. However, by 1988 (#1228) the skipper at least had emerged from below and overshadowed the vessel; interestingly Angus Walters occupies a modest, and admittedly somewhat ambiguous, place in labour history for his part in helping to lead a campaign by fishermen and fishhandlers for higher prices in 1938; but this story remains relatively unknown to admirers of the Bluenose. In the narrative of resource exploitation and economic development, therefore, workers are often present but are usually subordinated to their work or to their machines. The contemporary fur trade is represented in a 1950 stamp (#301), showing a work scene at a snowbound encampment in the north woods; there was some objection at the time that the scene was not entirely realistic due to the enormous size of the skins.
17 Wheat and oil, represented respectively by profiles of female and male figures, are featured in a 1955 stamp (#355), which was issued to mark the anniversaries of Saskatchewan and Alberta. A more naturalistic group of workers appear as members of a survey crew in a 1961 stamp (#391) promoting northern development There is a tribute to the pulp and paper industry in 1956 (#362); here die worker is almost crowded out by the powerful image of the mill machinery. In die case of the textile industry, a 1953 stamp (#334) reveals no signs at all of human presence in the production process.
Workers in another major staple trade appear in a 1946 stamp (#272) promoting the modern lumber industry. Again, mechanization of production is a central theme. Here we see two workers, equipped with the "power-saws" or "chain-saws" of the 1940s, engaged in the new mechanized method of felling trees. Notice that both men seem to be working with their backs to a falling tree. In light of the hazardous scene depicted here, this stamp provoked some controversy when it was issued and has sometimes been called "the reckless lumberman" stamp. Apparently the stamp design was based on two separate photographs from the British Columbia woods, combined here for artistic effect in what might be considered an early instance of magic realism. "In actual practice two 'sets' of fallen would not work so close together," observed one commentator, "and the inclusion of the two sets in the design has been done to make a more pleasing oblong-shaped stamp." A more heroic depiction of a lumber worker appeared in Henry Holgate's portrait, "The Lumberjack"; this was included among the stamps issued in 1995 (#1561c) in honour of the Group of Seven; the stamp, like Holgate's paintings themselves, can be considered as part of an effort to compensate for the lack of human figures in the landscapes of that school.
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The first Canadian stamp to make reference to the miners was issued in 1957 (#373). It shows an underground worker operating a cutting machine at the face. This is a severe black and white image that underlines the stark setting of A more theoretical observation can also be advanced from the perspective of a cultural history which attaches some strategic significance to the accumulation of cultural capital of the kind embodied in the public imagery and symbols of a society. The investment in cultural capital, it is argued by theorists such as Pierre Bourdieu (who is being paraphrased here), produces returns that bear directly on the balance of forces in the class struggles of the late 20th century. Because the structure of class relations itself is defined by the distribution of capital of various kinds, including cultural capital, working people have a continuing stake in die struggle over the appropriation of cultural goods and practices. 
